Get Recognized as the Best Young Researcher

Nursing Care Conference Committee is excited to announce our prestigious award for talented Young, scientists, researchers, Young Investigators, Post-Graduate students, Post-doctoral fellows, Trainees, Junior faculty by giving them an opportunity to showcase their talent in our congress.

The Young Researchers’ Forum (YRF) is a very interesting part of our event which will be taking place as a separate session at the conference. The YRF event for Nursing Care Meet is a merge of the YRF day which is organized as a part of the Nursing conference.

The Young Research Forum session is for postgraduate students and early career researchers from any field related to Nursing, Healthcare, Public Health that incorporates all the new methods, researches, and innovations. This session is also specifically arranged to provide all the youngsters with the opportunity to present their work in a very supportive, friendly forum and to receive good feedback and encouragement from mentors and peers.

Also in recognition of their outstanding contribution towards our conference theme. The Young Research participation and awards make every effort in providing a strong professional development opportunity for students who are in their first step of early-career academicians by meeting all worldwide experts to exchange and share their experiences on all aspects of Nursing and Healthcare.

Nursing Care aims to give attention to the Young Researchers Forum so as to inspire and bring together all the young researchers in the field of Nursing and Healthcare. Our Conference provides a vibrant place for discussing potential and present ongoing research at any stage, from idea to results. This congress also strives to provide a friendly environment to allow all the young researchers to get feedback on their work, exchange knowledge, experience, ask questions, explore pathways open to them.

In addition, the forum also brings a lot of interaction between young researchers, experienced researchers, and scientists in the Nursing and Healthcare industry. We hope this would be a huge motivation and inspiration to all the students, researches out there.

Benefits of Attending

Youthful Recognition Award also known as Young Research Forum awards are introduced.

Our Nursing Congress Paris gives the best Platform to your examination through oral introductions.

Find out about vocation improvement with all the most recent advancements in the nursing field

Young Scientists will get a suitable and auspicious award by this Forum.

It is a Stage for a coordinated effort among youthful specialists for better advancement.

It gives a chance to inquire about the association and built up senior agents over the globe in the field.

It offers thoughts with both famous analysts and tutors.

It's an extraordinary benefit for youthful analysts to find out about the examination territories for growing their exploration information. Qualification

Young Investigators, Post-Graduate understudies, Post-doctoral colleagues, Trainees, Junior personnel with at least 5 years of research understanding can take part in our Nursing Meet. Their Introduction must be into logical sessions of the meeting. Every Young Researcher/Young Scientist can submit just one paper as first author or co-author.

The Young Researcher Best Paper Award will be given to the author(s) of an outstanding idea/contribution presented at the Young Researchers Forum. The award winners will be given the best opportunity to get recognized in front of eminent industry experts and peers from the Nursing industry.

Nursing Care 2020 gives the best stage to extend your system, where you can meet researchers, specialists and CROs from around the globe. It's your opportunity to snatch the chance to join the Nursing Care Event for advancing your examination article and to encourage esteemed honor in all classes. Right now, search forward for your commitment and astounding devotion to make our event in Paris increasingly fruitful.